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Abstract: Cyberattack prevention factors have a significant impact on the perception of social and
moral values in the business context. Despite leaders’ significant role in encouraging and encul-
turating cybersecurity practices in their organizations, there is a noticeable gap in the literature
to highlight empirically how leaders and top management in organizations foster organizational
cybersecurity. Therefore, this study aims to explore the role of cybersecurity leadership in financial
organizations in preventing cyberattacks and investigate other human and non-technical factors
related to the individual in financial organizations. Based on Protection Motivation Theory (PMT),
the research framework was developed with the tallying of new variables focusing on the role of
an organization’s cybersecurity leadership, training frequency, and the role of government frequent
alerting. This research employed a quantitative research method. The data were collected through
a questionnaire from 310 financial executive officers from selected banks in UAE that use digital
technology to enhance their daily banking operations. Using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM),
the results indicated (1) a significant association between all investigated independent variables and
cybersecurity leadership through hypothesis (H8–H14); (2) cybersecurity leadership mediates the
relationship between investigated independent variables and cyberattack prevention, from hypothe-
sis (H15, and H16–H22); (3) no significant association between investigated independent variables
and cyberattack prevention from hypothesis (H1–H6), except hypothesis (H4 and H7), which show
a significant association. The coefficient of cybersecurity leadership in this study is viewed as a
prevention element against cyberattacks based on the findings. With greater cybersecurity leadership
success, the implementation of cyberattack prevention increases. This study emphasizes the impor-
tance of cybersecurity leadership in a cyberspace environment that protects against cyberattacks and
promotes cybersecurity awareness within financial organizations and society in UAE.

Keywords: cyberattack prevention; protection motivation theory; cybersecurity leadership; frequent
training; government frequent alerting

1. Introduction and Research Gap

Cyberattacks are acts executed by a knowledgeable technologist whereby information
is illegally accessed and stolen [1]. Moreover, a cyberattack destroys and corrupts the data
files, which will impact the financial health of both the individual and the organization [2].
Many countries are affected by the dilemma of cybercrime or cyberattacks [3]. The rapid
growth of the financial sector is an essential economic indicator of a country; however, it has
made the UAE vulnerable to the threat of cyberattack [4]. The foundation of cyberattacks is
linked to illegal activities by accessing private and sensitive data to threaten individuals
or organizations or to gain profit by selling stolen information on the black market [5].
Moreover, the UAE has become a main target of cybercrime as a result of its booming
economy and tourism [6]. Thus, its integral characteristics of technological development
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rate the UAE’s digitalization and technological adoption level of awareness and knowledge
of how to defend against identity theft and phishing [7].

Identity theft occurs due to individuals and organizations accessing digital technology
on sharing information globally, which made the information susceptible to cyberattack
activity [8]. Identity theft has arisen since the development of digital technology in its scope
and breadth, attacking information stored online [9]. The identity theft phenomenon oc-
curred rapidly in the UAE because the UAE is moving towards a digital hub for innovation
and bringing innovative future technologies that focus on online access globally [6]. Iden-
tity theft usually occurs in the banking sector of the UAE, where fraudulent transactions
occur through stealing money from an existing account and using personal information to
initiate transactions.

In addition, phishing is a cyberattack that uses disguised email as a weapon to trick
the email recipients into believing that the message is something they want or requested
from their bank or their company [10]. According to Check Point Research, cyberattacks on
organizations increased by 32% globally compared to the second quarter of 2021, while the
UAE detected an average of 970 weekly attacks per organization in the second quarter of
2022, a massive 178% increase year-over-year [11]. Kaspersky’s information revealed that
phishing attacks and social engineering targeting individuals had increased by an alarming
230% in the UAE in the second quarter of 2022 [12]. The information is then used to access
important accounts and can result in identity theft and financial loss. Globally, the UAE
was ranked 9th after a higher number of phishing attacks on a bank [7]. Moreover, the
UAE Banks Federation has rolled out warnings against fraud schemes, fake callers, and
anonymous entities that resort to tricks to extort money from account users. Therefore,
developing the conceptual framework of cyberattack prevention factors and cybersecurity
awareness will reduce the damage to banking reputation, which leads to a reduction in
profits, and affects relationships between parties vested in the business.

Hence, cyberattack prevention is still lacking in terms of deterrence for banking institu-
tions that become victims of financial loss due to the identity theft of corporate information
and financial information that generally incur associated costs [6]. Therefore, the efforts to
develop a conceptual framework of cyberattack prevention and organizational cybersecu-
rity culture are still in demand and can be used as guidance to prevent cyberattacks within
the banking context and other similar financial organizations.

Furthermore, many organizations have implemented technical and physical cyber-
security measures as their source of preventing cyberattacks, where cyberattacks require
a comprehensive approach that consists of improved security and risk management in
the digital world on protocols, schemes, and standards [13,14]. Nevertheless, the majority
of studies investigate factors to prevent cyberattacks from technical perspectives for the
digital crime problem [15–17], but there are insufficient studies that investigate factors
relevant to organizational factors and the role of leadership in cybersecurity awareness in
leveraging cybersecurity behavior in banks and business organizations [18,19]. Therefore,
this gap needs to be addressed in this research.

Moreover, cyberattack factors play a major role in showing evidence of the business
impact on the world and society that is shaped by the influence of cyberattacks as a digi-
tal threat [20]. Furthermore, almost all businesses are starting to learn about technology
transformation, focusing on the skills possessed by venture capitalists in the business
innovative process for safety and protection [21]. Therefore, there is a need to study the
role of skilled leaders in financial organizations in the UAE in preventing cyberattacks and
investigate other human factors related to the individual in financial organizations in the
UAE in preventing cyberattacks [1,16,22,23]. In line with that, this study has three bold
research objectives. First, to propose a model of cyberattack prevention for financial organi-
zations in UAE. Second, to identify and examine the factors that prevent individuals from
being victims of cyberattacks in finance organizations in the UAE. Third, to examine the
cybersecurity leadership mediating role between the investigated factors of cybersecurity
protection and cyberattack prevention.
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Substantially, in addition to employing and examining cyberattack preventive mea-
sures based on protection motivation theory, this research introduces and examines newly
emerged cyberattack preventive measures, which are highly relevant to the banking sector
and that can be generalized to other financial institutions and big business organizations.
The new proposed preventive measure variables were derived from related research and
will be presented in the next subsection in the form of three variables illustrated as follows:
two independent variables, (a) frequent organizational training (b) frequent government
alerting; and one mediating variable known as (c) cybersecurity leadership.

This paper is organized so that the next section of this article will include the back-
ground information on the research and related studies. Next is a description of how the
research framework and hypotheses were developed. Then, the applied research method
to develop and validate the instrument to collect data is presented. The analysis of the data
and the findings are then presented and discussed. The study is ended with a conclusion
and the implications of the research.

2. Research Background and Related Work

Cyberattacks are a type of harassing and anti-social behavior utilizing technology
with a plan to cause someone mischief, distress, or personal loss [24]. This incorporates
mobbing, stalking, and any type of misuse online. Cyberattack refers to unlawful acts
wherein the computer is either a device or target or both [25].

2.1. Types and Classification of Cyberattacks

Cyberattacks are becoming widespread in the realm of technology today. Criminals
attack internet users’ information for their advantage. They are signed into the dark
web to buy and sell illicit things and services [26]. Cybercriminals also have access to
classified government data. Cyberattacks are rapidly high impacting, costing businesses
and individuals billions of dollars annually [27]. Cyberattack targets organizations and
individuals, where the attackers usually target businesses for straight financial benefit
or to sabotage or undermine operations. They select individuals as a significant part of
large-scale scams, or to deal with their devices and use them as a stage for criminal activity,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The types of cyberattacks.

Cyberattack Category Types of Cyberattack Classifying References

Target networks
or devices

Malware

Comprised of code created by cyber-attackers, intended to make broad harm to
information and systems or to increase unauthorized access to a system through
delivery as a connection or document over email and it is vital for the client to tap on
the connection or open the record to execute the malware.

[4,28]

Viruses
Computer programs that join themselves to or contaminate a system or documents and
tend to move to other computers on a system by disrupting the computer activity and
influencing the information stored by changing it or by erasing it.

[29,30]

DoS Attacks
Used to make a web-based service unavailable and bring the model down by
overpowering the webpage with traffic from a variety of sources and saving malware
on users’ computers for hacking into the system once the network is down.

[31,32]

Using devices in
criminal activities

Phishing emails

Hackers send malicious email connections or URLs to clients to obtain access to their
records or computer through emails that are not hailed as spam and clients are fooled
into messages asserting that they must commute their secret key or update their data,
offering criminals access.

[33,34]

Identity theft

Accessing a user’s personal information to take funds, obtaining confidential data for
planning a criminal activity, and claiming government benefits from the user’s name
through discovering user’s passwords by hacking, recovering individual data from
web-based, or sending phishing messages.

[4,35]

Cyberstalking
Includes online badgering, where the client is exposed to plenty of web-based emails
and messages that threaten a user and impart fear by knowing them and causing the
individual to feel afraid or worried about their safety.

[36,37]

Advanced threats
in cloud

and smart phone
applications

Threats in the cloud
system environment

It includes the most common threats in the cloud system, which are account hijacking,
data sanitization, data control and malicious insider. [38–40]

Cyberattacks using smart
phone and its applications

It includes (a) smartphone attacks at the physical device domain, (b) smartphone
attacks at the network connectivity domain and (c) smartphone attacks at the
application domain.

[41,42]
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Based on Table 1, these types of cyberattacks caused a critical risk to the people who
use the internet, with a great attack on user information. Cyberattacks are the greatest
threat to every profession, every industry, and every organization that needs preventive
measures encountering them.

Human factors are the weakest link in the rising number of cyberattacks, according to
a previous literature review [19]. According to earlier studies in the field, hackers and other
criminals targeted employees and support staff for mistakes to enable harmful incidents
against an organization [43,44]. For instance, earlier research revealed that humans, either
purposefully or unconsciously, were responsible for 95% of malware and ransomware
attacks [45,46]. Although many researchers focused on internal human variables that inten-
tionally encouraged cyberattacks, more recent research has revealed a rise in unintentional
human factors that encourage cyberattacks. Unintentional human factors enhanced cyberat-
tacks on organizations, according to the majority of qualitative studies [44,47–49] in various
reviews. As an illustration, Kadena and Gupi [50] found that organizational management
made the majority of unintended attacks on the organizations’ information systems possible.
For instance, not many individuals in leadership roles actively encouraged and promoted
technology use among their staff. Aldawood and Skinner [51] found that employees’ lack
of use of technology hampered their capacity to detect social engineering trickery utilized
by hackers. Rahman et al. [46], Ani et al. [52], and Nifakos et al. [53] all reported findings
of a similar nature. According to Rahman et al. [46], many organizational staff members
leave work without shutting off of their computers or use passwords that are too simple,
making them vulnerable to hacking. Leaving laptops and computers unattended gives
offenders the opportunity to install malware or disclose sensitive data. According to [52],
making cybersecurity lessons and training mandatory will increase leaders’ and employees’
capacity for data security and make it easier for them to spot cyberattacks, hence reducing
the risk of unintended data breaches. Rahman et al.’s [46] research also revealed that having
the necessary skill set and a good attitude towards technology use reduced unintentional
data breaches. According to Maalem Lahcen et al. [54] and Aldawood and Skinner [51],
encouraging cutting-edge cybersecurity education not only increased awareness of cyber-
attacks and cybercrimes, but also encouraged creating passwords that were both strong
and simple to remember. Users of technology were also allowed to log out each time they
finished an activity to prevent unauthorized access thanks to increased employee and
leader attention to the usage of technology and innovative education. Education would
also assist leaders in addressing difficulties with exhaustion by encouraging technology use,
inspiring their staff to develop their technological skills, and utilizing the same technology
to address deliberate interruptions and complacency. In addition to training initiatives,
Wong et al. [45] and Georgiadou et al. [47] noted the importance of organizational climate or
culture in enforcing cybersecurity. While Hadlington [48] addressed enforcement through
behavioral encouragement, Ramlo and Nicholas [49] supported the application of best
practices, Randall and Allen [44] suggested alternative enforcement measures, including
law enforcement agencies and the building of infrastructure.

2.2. Cyberattacks in UAE

The internet is the best creation and profoundly affects all parts of present-day living.
It makes organizations and people vulnerable to cyberattacks [6]. Cyberattack rates are on
the rise around the world. Most cybercrimes are related to financial and reputation damage,
loss of privacy, and penetration of protected information [55]. The UAE has the most
significant web-associated populace in the entire Middle East, with 85% of the population
utilizing the web. The internet and social media are widely used in the UAE, and this is
accompanied by an increase in instances of cyber victimization [6]. Additionally, these
cyberattacks are difficult to demonstrate and criminals are ordinarily focused on the UAE
occupants due to the overall economic status and the exceptionally high speed of utilizing
advanced gadgets.
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Available statistics and patterns highlight how serious the threat is: Cyberattacks in-
creased by 50% globally and by a staggering 71% in the UAE in 2021 compared to levels in
2020. The average number of cyberattacks per company per week during the fourth quarter
of 2021 was 925, compared to 408 in the UAE. The UAE had a 250% surge in cyberattacks in
2020 throughout the epidemic, including 1.1 million phishing attempts—the most common
method for launching ransomware assaults. As a result, ransomware increased significantly,
affecting 78% of UAE firms in 2020 (up from 66% in 2019) and being spread by more than
33% new ransomware threat groups [56]. In this manner, the UAE is facing malicious email
assaults and is affected by phishing exercises. Moreover, scammers pose as bank agents and
request the victim’s bank information, because of credit card overcharge or blocked, where
scammers can utilize the data to obtain access to the account’s money. Additionally, a huge
increase in the use of online payment and e-services has encouraged cybercriminals to select
victims due to the low danger and possibility of high money available through cyberattacks.

2.3. UAE Initiatives to Prevent Cyberattacks

Technology is profoundly changing the desires of organizations and individuals.
In UAE, the government has explicitly expressed that conventional procedures should
be ceaselessly refreshed to guarantee proficiency and speed in government activity [57].
However, these technological advancements have come with greater security risks. UAE
governments should integrate security with their developments and innovations [58].
Clients must be continuously aware of the wide extent of cyber threats because obtaining
monetizable data is the essential goal of cyberattacks, and the Middle East is seeing a
deluge in political and vital hacking.

The awareness of cybersecurity is still moderately poor in UAE [3]. With the enormous
advancement of innovation and technology, cybercriminals can imitate the user’s voice
or signature to con others and take their money. Therefore, UAE is the first nation in the
region to introduce a cyber-crime law to prevent cyberattacks, yet these laws should be
regularly refreshed to coordinate the rapid advancement of technology [59]. In September
2017, the Dubai Cyber Security Strategy was launched by H. H. Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai,
to reinforce Dubai’s situation as a world leader in advancement, security, and safety. The
Dubai Cyber Security Strategy follows the innovative advancement change, and deal with
difficulties and dangers in a way that is expected to prevent cyberattack scenarios [60].

The focus was on cybersecurity (strategy), which is expected to manufacture safe
cyberspace by setting up controls to secure the credibility, protection, accessibility, and
confidentiality of information. Moreover, the prevention emphasizes the cyber-smart nation
(managerial), which means raising public awareness of the significance of digital security,
guaranteeing a society that is completely mindful of the risks of cybercrime and cyber
resiliency (operational) that keeps up the adaptability of the internet and guarantees the
continuity and accessibility of cybersecurity in the event of any cyber-attacks.

2.4. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development
Underpinning Theory

The dominant variance for the theoretical argument of this research is derived from
protection motivation theory, which serves to relate the reality of security threats to organi-
zational end-users that convey actions in achieving the overall system security. Protection
Motivation Theory (PMT) makes sense of the health evasion behavior that is connected
with the impression of dangers and self-viability ability to make a successful move to
reduce risk [61]. The assumption of the theoretical framework from the Protection Moti-
vation Theory is to expand the proposed framework of cyberattack prevention. This is
inevitably an indication of encouraging a healthy, safe and secure workplace environment.
The Protection Motivation Theory explains a singular affinity to take part in willful secure
behaviors [62], as expressed in Figure 1.
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Based on Figure 1, the Protection Motivation Theory embodies five (5) appraisals un-
derpinning those impacts: (1) perceived severity of the severe consequences that influence
the likelihood of engaging in a potential cyberattack behavior, (2) perceived vulnerability
can communicate the degree of cyberattack risk for a specific hazard if a current cyberattack
behavior is continued, (3) self-efficacy estimate of the cyberattack threat behavior that
complies with recommendations to detach the warning, (4) response efficacy reliance in the
ability to implement the recommended coping cyber-attack behavior, and (5) response costs
associated with carrying out the preventive coping response by completing the cyberattack
behavior [61,63]. Derived from the literature review, the study has embraced these five (5)
appraisals, as specified in Table 2.

Table 2. The protection motivation theory appraisals.

Appraisals Specify Definition References

Perceived severity
Threat appraisal

An organization’s perception of the seriousness of a
cyber-attack is left untreated. [61,64,65]

Perceived vulnerability An organization’s perception of risk contracting in a
cyber-attack condition. [61,66,67]

Self-efficacy

Coping appraisal

Confidence to continue the cybersecurity behavior
and overcome temptations. [61,68,69]

Response efficacy The perceived effectiveness of taking action to
improve cybersecurity. [61,70,71]

Response costs The perceived impediments to taking action to
improve cybersecurity conditions. [61,72]

The protection motivation theory will be a new approach to delivering cybersecurity
awareness in the banking sector. Protection motivation theory is also one of the most
interesting speculation theories that have been accentuated in the cybersecurity awareness
setting. However, the theory demonstrates only two (2) measures while conveying a choice
under threat, which are (1) threat appraisal that guarantees that security guidelines are
reasonable and seen for the organizational climate and (2) coping appraisal that guarantees
threat data are joined by useful data in deferring it, which is appropriate for this research
setting in a banking climate. Consequently, embracing the Protection Motivation Theory
for this research will demonstrate the serious threat that is likely to occur in a banking insti-
tution and can effectively reduce the danger through drawing in the anticipation conduct,
which cautions the cyberattacks difficulty. Considerably, this research aimed to introduce
and examine new additional cyberattack preventive measures that are highly relevant
to financial and big banking and business organizations. The new proposed preventive
measure variables were extracted from related studies and will be presented in the next
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subsections in the form of three variables illustrated as follows: two independent variables,
(a) organization frequent training (b) government frequent alerting; and one mediating
variable; (c) cybersecurity leadership.

2.5. New Proposed Cyberattack Prevention Factors
2.5.1. Organization Frequent Training (OFT)

Perhaps the most well-known way cybercriminals gain admittance to financial or-
ganizations’ information is through their workers. Cybercriminals will dispatch false
emails mimicking somebody in a financial institution and will either request individual
information or access specific records [59]. Interfaces frequently appear to be authentic to
an undeveloped eye and it is not difficult to fall into the trap. In this manner, employee
mindfulness is crucial for a financial organization. Perhaps the most proficient method for
safeguarding against cyberattacks and all types of data breaks is to train and alert financial
institution employees on cyber-attack prevention and inform them of current cyberat-
tacks [73]. Organizations should have frequent protection training against email phishing
and scams performed by phishers, hacktivists, and cybercriminals through educating indi-
viduals about vulnerability to malware, ransomware, spam, and hacking. Organizations
need to educate their employees on cybersecurity supposing that workers do not have the
foggiest idea how to perceive a security danger, and how might they be supposed to keep
away from it, report it, or eliminate it.

2.5.2. Government Frequent Alerting (GFT)

Moreover, workers need online cybersecurity training to protect themselves and the
organization against cyber-attacks. The government also provides frequent alerts about
possible major cyberattacks and take measures to prevent and minimize the impact of
any such attack. These alerts focus on the punishment over data breaches and the sale of
personal information of the public, which is now being used in scams. The government
must always prioritize the safety of its IT infrastructure and critical systems and had
outlined measures needed to secure these assets. Therefore, government frequent alerting
will detect and prevent these attacks from compromising financial organizations’ networks.
Thus, in the context of cyberattack anticipation variables, government frequent alerting
and organization frequent training can be included as indicators in creating cybersecurity
awareness. Therefore, the new additional component of cyberattack prevention factors is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Cyberattack prevention; new proposed and emerged factors.

Cyberattack
Prevention Factors Definition Impacts on Organization References

Organization frequent
training

Cybersecurity training that assists workers
to protect themselves and the organization
from cyberattacks and threats.

Enhancing service efficiency and
effectiveness in sustaining long-term
viability in preventing cyber-attacks
and threats.

[73–75]

Government frequent
alerting

The government provides an assortment of
data for clients in cyberattacks and
alerts them.

Increase competitiveness capability in the
government that obtains knowledge on the
cyberattacks and threats.

[76–78]

2.5.3. Cybersecurity Leadership Role and Impact

In recent years, cybersecurity leadership was rarely highlighted in the research as an
essential part of organization culture. This is because cybersecurity concerns were limited to
certain technical people in the organization. Moreover, people inside the organization deal
with cybersecurity as a technological issue [18]. However, with dramatic advancements in
ICT, internet, knowledge of social engineering and their applications, cybersecurity is no
longer solely a technological matter. Therefore, cybersecurity issues are no longer limited to
technical measures to be followed in the organizations that involve users’ sensitive financial
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information and data transactions [79,80]. We believe that cybersecurity is a sociotechnical
issue and in some cases, irresponsible human related behavioral factors often represent the
most breakable link in the chain in the organization that deter creating a safe digital envi-
ronment. In other words, “cybersecurity is no longer the concern of just the IT department.
Within organizations, it needs to be everyone’s business including the organization leaders
and top management” [81]. Cybersecurity is now an essential matter in every organization,
not only those that are involved in money transactions, but also sensitive information flow,
and leveraging cybersecurity awareness should be the responsibility of the organizations’
top-level managers and leaders. Given that, cybersecurity leadership was defined in some
previous studies as the role of organization leaders in mitigating risk and preventing
organizational exposure to cyberattacks by leveraging cybersecurity awareness through
setting, measuring and evaluating cybersecurity goals, strategies and policies within the
organization [81–83]. As an authors of this research, we try to introduce the concept of
cybersecurity leadership in a more simple and comprehensive way as the capability of
organization’s top-level managers to enculture cybersecurity awareness, technical skills
and practical knowledge in the employees’ mindset through setting, monitoring and evalu-
ating some cybersecurity leadership indicators and components. Essential parts of these
cybersecurity leadership components as shown in Table 4: first, setting the cybersecurity
goal and strategy; second, positioning the cybersecurity functions; and third, implementing
and evaluating the cybersecurity activity.

Cybersecurity leadership must take stronger and essential influential leadership posi-
tions inside their organizations during crisis conditions [84]. Additionally, cybersecurity
leadership needs to be exceptional with basic information on arising patterns in cybercrime
and the cybersecurity climate. Cybersecurity leadership plays a mediating role in risk
exposure awareness that identifies continuity planning within the organization.

Numerous businesses are battling to build cybersecurity as a proactive piece of their
day-to-day activity [55].

The financial organization has been a popular target for cybercriminals for a long
time. According to Kaspersky (2019), in the past years alone, financial organizations
suffered more than 1509 incidents with 184 confirmed data disclosures [85]. The high
value of these data on the darknet makes these financial institutions an attractive target
for cybercriminals. Additionally, progress in internet banking, mobile apps, and instant
payments all require innovation that builds the financial business attack on new weaknesses.
The present financial institution pioneers should be able to insert cybersecurity throughout
their business activities in response to cyberattacks. They should have the option to lead by
recruiting security chiefs that can foster abilities to prevent cyberattacks. Additionally, the
financial institution needs cybersecurity leadership, especially Chief Information Security
Officers, who are taking a strategic and stronger job inside their financial institution.

The overwhelming test for the leadership is to safeguard the financial institution’s
digital resources and foundation while guaranteeing activities without interference. For
example, cybersecurity groups are currently changing their risk management and security
programs to empower the reception of cloud services and online transaction instruments.
With the digital ecosystem being a powerful climate, cyber dangers frequently develop
before guidelines. Consistently, leaders settle on choices affecting security, and keeping
the financial institution secure is everybody’s liability. Security pioneers need to assist
representatives with remaining secure by consistently preparing them to distinguish phish-
ing endeavors, scammers, and online credit card frauds and proactively instructing them
about new methods emerging in the digital world. Table 4 shows the elements of cyber-
security leadership components that can be used as a mediator in fostering the proposed
research framework and cyberattack prevention. On the other hand, Cybersecurity lead-
ership begins at the top, with the chief information officer (CIO) and chief information
security officer. Cybersecurity leaders need to be up to speed on information security issues
from a technical standpoint, understand how to implement security planning into the
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broader business objectives, and be able to build a longer-lasting security- and risk-based
culture [19].

Table 4. The cybersecurity leadership components.

Components Definition Impacts on Organization References

Setting the
cybersecurity strategy.

Building the cybersecurity strategy that
safeguards the business and reduces the
risk of openness in their
functional exercises.

Reorganizing the cybersecurity strategy
to boost the way electronic documents
are developed, kept, modified, stored,
and obtained.

[84,86,87]

Positioning the
cybersecurity functions.

Slotting cybersecurity inside the
Information Technology purpose through
the tasks, policy and advanced
foundation that forestalls cyberattacks.

Access cybersecurity control is used to
mitigate risk by regulating the number of
people who can make, access, change or
erase files saved in particular folders.

[20,88,89]

Implementing the
cybersecurity activity.

Prioritizing cybersecurity specialized
abilities that revamp the organization’s
advanced design and secure the
information break from the
cyber-attackers in their
day-to-day activities.

Labeling cybersecurity activity
documents constantly by subsequent
collection events may considerably
enhance the storage and access
of records.

[73,86,90]

3. A proposed Cyberattack Prevention Framework and Hypothesis Development
3.1. Perceived Severity

According to [64] Briggs et al. (2017), integration changes bureaucratic structures,
increasing the functional quality of cyberattacks and requiring appropriate flexibility inside
the company to stop them. The perceived severity of a cyberattack as perceived by an
enterprise is not addressed [61,64,65]. In terms of picking from the response obtained
through back excitation, perceived severity is measured [67]. One can ask someone how
they feel about the possibility of falling victim to cyberattacks, and responses such as “not
stressed” or “very restless” are indications of how terrified they are of the threat. The
perceived severity of the serious repercussions affects the propensity for a prospective
cyberattack behavior. The unpleasant repercussions a person identifies with an event or
result, such as a cyberattack behavior, are referred to as perceived severity. These effects may
be related to a potential future occurrence, a present condition, such as a cyberattack issue,
or both [65]. Although it goes by a more generic name, the idea of severity as a significant
behavioral factor has been discussed in a variety of theories and across numerous academic
areas [61,64,65]. Although the concept of severity might be viewed as an illustration of
negative utility and negative valence, the phrase itself seems to have its origins in the
Protection Motivation Theory. Some scholars have concluded that vulnerability, severity,
and efficacy should multiply together so that if any one of these three factors has a value
of zero, motivation will be zero [61,64,65]. Therefore, a hypothesis related to perceived
severity can put forward as:

H1: Perceived severity has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.2. Perceived Vulnerability

Perceived vulnerability denotes a predetermined circumstance that reduces the per-
ceived danger of a cyberattack and labels the places where an appropriate approach must be
rethought each time [79]. According to [67], a cyberattack approach is one in which a com-
pany gains control over a previously perceived risk that is easier to view and avoid. In the
aftermath of a cyberattack, an organization experiences [17,61,66,67]. The one conviction
that is defenseless against a potential threat of a cyberattack is perceived vulnerability [71].
For instance, the person may be asked to provide information about their traits and finances
through an email that serves as a genuine foundation to lure individuals in. If a certain
hazard persists, perceived vulnerability can indicate the likelihood of a cyberattack for that
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risk. There are numerous operationalizations of perceived vulnerability (possibility, proba-
bility, likelihood), and no clear-cut measuring method or plan has yet been devised [71].
There are other techniques of assessment, though, and there are differences between them.
These types of basic absolute vulnerability questions have the major flaw of confusing
expectations, intentions, and current risk behavior, which leads to issues with cyberse-
curity [61,66,67]. Measures to reduce perceived vulnerability aim to make people think
about expected or intended behavior in the future, preventing expectations, intentions, and
current risky behavior from being confused with perceptions of susceptibility. As a result,
conditional measures enable researchers to evaluate risk perceptions in individuals who
are not presently engaged in the action, but may do so in the future. Additionally, they can
be used to differentiate between perceived vulnerability under both preventive action and
inaction. Accordingly, it can be hypothesized that:

H2: Perceived vulnerability has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.3. Self-Efficacy

Every time an effort is made to integrate cybersecurity aspects more deeply into the
procedures of the organization’s daily operation, self-efficacy underlines the critical cyber-
attack behavior [68]. A previous study [69] reported that cyberattack behavior happens
when coworkers complete each other’ jobs, which exposes important departmental inter-
action data and increases internal temptations. Self-efficacy is the confidence to maintain
cybersecurity habits and resist pressure [61,68,69]. Self-efficacy is concerned with the con-
viction that one possesses the skills necessary to resist a cyberattack, which is assessed
by a replies statement [91]. The self-efficacy assessment of cyberattack threats behavior
involves adhering to advice to remove the warning. A person’s self-efficacy relates to
the confidence in their ability to carry out the behaviors required to achieve particular
performance goals. The belief in one’s capacity to exercise control over one’s motivational
behavior and social environment is known as self-efficacy [91]. The goals for which people
strive, the amount of effort put out to obtain goals, and the possibility of achieving particu-
lar levels of behavioral performance are all influenced by these cognitive self-evaluations.
Self-efficacy beliefs, unlike conventional psychological notions, are anticipated to change
according to the operating domain and the environment in which an action occurs. These
cyberattack effects could be explained by the lack of sufficient levels of challenge in efficacy
measures that are relevant to the target sample [61,68,69]. Additionally, scoring procedures
that limit the range of acceptable responses could result in abbreviated data. As a result,
predictions of behavioral performance are limited due to the lack of sensitivity to variations
in self-efficacy. Therefore,

H3: Self-efficacy has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.4. Response Efficacy

The key to ensuring shared cybersecurity components’ long-term survival in the com-
pany is to take action with outstanding perceived effectiveness, which is the emphasis on
response efficacy [70]. According to [71], increasing accessibility involves adopting yearly
cybersecurity evaluations and organizational goals for self-improvement in cyberattack
prevention. Response efficacy is the perceived value of making changes to increase cy-
bersecurity [61,71]. Response efficacy is the conviction that adopting a particular activity
will lessen the threat of a cyberattack [70]. Whether a response is effective depends on
the user’s capacity to carry out the advised countermeasures. Response efficacy is the
perception that the suggested course of action will truly prevent the threat. The individual’s
conviction that the suggested activities will be successful in lessening or removing the
perceived threat [61,70,71]. The goals that people pursue, the amount of effort put out to
pursue goals, and the chance of achieving particular levels of behavioral performance are
all influenced by these cognitive response efficacies. The Protection Motivation Theory has
had a significant impact on clinical treatment, teaching, and research. Cyberattack preven-
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tion research frequently evaluates response efficacy, but the evidence for the association
between response efficacy and risk behavior is conflicting [61,70,71]. A conclusion such as
that, though, would probably be hasty. Bivariate relationships are attenuated and what is
being measured is obscured by imprecise operationalization of response efficacy beliefs.
Response efficacy significantly affects both the ability one has to tackle issues competently
and the decisions one is most likely to make by identifying the beliefs one holds about their
ability to alter situations. Therefore,

H4: Response efficacy has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.5. Response Costs

Response costs highlight the strategic nature of the infrastructure by enhancing the
cybersecurity of the company to stop future intrusions [72]. According to Briggs et al.
(2017) [64], an operational strategy is required for teaching and creating cybersecurity
settings that make it simple for the organization to prevent cyberattacks. The obstacles
that action-takers believe are preventing better cybersecurity conditions can be found
in [61,64,72]. Response costs are concerned with the values one ascribes to the execution of
a cyberattack strategy [64]. Response costs are associated with conducting a cyberattack to
complete a preventive coping response [61,63]. In response cost, desirable items, points,
tokens, or privileges are withheld in planned, progressive steps after engaging in unfavor-
able conduct or failing to achieve a predetermined objective. Removing reinforcement for
unwanted or disruptive behavior is referred to as response cost. It is frequently employed
in conjunction with a token economy and is most effective [72]. The individual loses some-
thing they already have or privileges they currently enjoy and anticipate having access
to in the future when they behave incorrectly or unfavorably. In response cost, desired
items, points, tokens, or privileges are gradually taken away after unwanted conduct or
failure to achieve an objective. Response cost is a user’s readiness to forego productivity in
other areas in order to address a security problem [64]. Additionally, when we take away a
reinforcement or a chance for a reinforcement from cybersecurity in reaction to challenging
behavior, this is known as response cost. Many people believe that response cost is natural
to include in the use of a reinforcement system since we are prone to taking things away as
punishment for wrongdoing in our society. Therefore,

H5: Response costs have a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.6. Organization Frequent Training

For a business to conduct its everyday operations, periodic training will teach employ-
ees the best practices and values for preventing cyberattacks in an extended cybersecurity
environment [74]. According to Quader and Janeja (2021) [75], the majority of security
awareness training initiatives concentrate on the most-recent network breaches and ongo-
ing threats. Employees who receive cybersecurity training can better defend themselves
and the company against online threats and attacks. An organization’s frequent training im-
proves service performance and efficiency to maintain long-term viability and stop threats
and cyberattacks [73–75]. Organizations regularly train employees on email phishing scams
used by hackers, hacktivists, and cybercriminals by letting them know how susceptible
they are to a virus, spam, ransomware, and hacking. If workers don’t have the slightest
concept of how to identify a security risk and how they can be expected to avoid it, report
it, or eliminate it, then organizations must teach them about cybersecurity. Organizational
regular training will help employees recognize and eliminate cyberthreats and protect
their most important assets [73]. Employees can therefore identify security breaches and
prevent them by recognizing the threat level as spam, phishing, and malware, which are
common occurrences in the workplace. Additionally, employees require online cyberse-
curity training to defend both themselves and the company from cyberattacks. Perhaps
the most effective way to protect against cyberattacks and all forms of data breaches is
to educate financial institution staff about how to prevent cyberattacks and keep them
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informed about recent hacks [73]. Employee mindfulness is essential for a financial business
in this way. Therefore,

H6: Organization frequent training has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.7. Government Frequent Alerting

Government alerts will be sent frequently and will provide information on various
cyberattacks that stress the many technical interests in swiftly preventing assaults [78].
According to Eichensehr (2019) [77], good governance would promote cybersecurity aware-
ness in a community and organization by creating a cyberspace ecosystem that protects
against cyberattacks. In cyberattacks, the government informs clients and gives a variety
of data. Government frequent alerting boosts the government’s ability to compete by
providing knowledge of cyber threats and attacks [76–78]. People will be aware of current
and real cyber threats because of the government’s frequent alerts, which will affect their
daily security framework [76] Additionally, it will set up core security measures so that
people can defend themselves against such assaults. From the perspective of an association,
cybersecurity leadership should understand their models and protect the company’s data
and financial information. In addition, the government regularly issues warnings about
potential significant cyberattacks and takes action to stop and lessen the effects of any
such attack. This warning focuses on the public’s personal information being sold and
how it is now being exploited in scams as payback for data breaches. The government has
detailed the steps required to secure these assets and must always place a high priority
on the security of its IT infrastructure and vital systems. Therefore, frequent government
alerting will be able to identify and stop these attacks from compromising the networks
of financial firms. Undeveloped eyes typically mistake interfaces for the real thing, and it
is easy to be caught in the trap. Cybercriminals will send bogus emails pretending to be
someone from a financial institution to either access certain records or request personal
information [59]. Therefore,

H7: Government frequent alerting has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

3.8. Cybersecurity Leadership

In this study, the researchers anticipated a direct and indirect positive relationship be-
tween perceived severity, perceived vulnerability, self-efficacy, response efficacy, response
costs, organization frequent training, and government frequent alerting as proposed in-
dependent variables (IVs) and cybersecurity leadership as a proposed mediating variable
(MV). In addition, this study’s researchers expected a direct positive relationship between
cybersecurity leadership as a proposed mediating variable (MV) and cyberattack preven-
tion as a dependent variable (DV). Thus, the analysis of the association between online
security behaviors and the perceived severity of perceptions of cybersecurity hazards was
aided [65]. According to Briggs et al. (2017) [64], it is now clearer how computer users view
the benefits and drawbacks of using antimalware software. Therefore,

H8: Perceived severity has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.

The use of technology and the internet for daily operations has expanded, and as a re-
sult, both people and businesses are seen as being exposed to cybersecurity leadership [67].
According to Bada et al. (2019) [66], using technology frequently exposes people to many
forms of cybersecurity leadership. Therefore,

H9: Perceived vulnerability has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.

Organizations must increase their self-efficacy in online security practices to develop
training and policy materials that are effective [69]. According to Li and Shang (2020) [92],
this knowledge was gathered to implement new regulations that support safe online
conduct. Therefore,

H10: Self-efficacy has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.
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Response efficacy looks into how consumers’ attitudes around risk affect their online
security behavior [71]. According to Alalehto (2018) [93], both organizations and individu-
als continue to struggle with cybersecurity leadership on knowledge protection. Therefore,

H11: Response efficacy has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.

To promote productivity and efficiency across the board and develop answers to
the issues related to cybersecurity leadership, response costs have increased society’s
reliance on the internet [72]. The extent to which an organization member understands
the importance of information security through cybersecurity leadership was mentioned
by [65]. Therefore,

H12: Response costs have a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.

Cybercriminals continue to prosper in their activities, which now involve targeting
individual computer users in addition to corporations and organizations, despite constant
training provided by organizations to staff members on how to secure digital assets [75].
According to Hamoud and Aimeur (2020) [74], enhancing security awareness will be more
cost-effective than investing in technology. Successful and effective information security
management relies on it. Therefore,

H13: An organization’s frequent training has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecu-
rity leadership.

Internet security has been under scrutiny due to an increase in data breaches caused
by hacking incidents, which the government constantly warns against [77]. Internet users
are aware of the potential cyber hazards, according to Abdalrahman and Varol (2019) [78], but
they continue to connect to the internet using their laptops and other smart devices. Therefore,

H14: Government frequent alerting has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity leadership.

Maintaining business operations will depend on how cybersecurity functions are
positioned, and cybersecurity leadership on new practices will lead to effective prevention
measures [89]. The influence of moral leadership on behavioral outcomes is crucial in
cyberattack prevention, according to Xue et al. (2021) [94]. Therefore,

H15: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant relationship with cyberattack prevention.

Successful leadership management within an organization that prioritizes cybersecu-
rity knowledge and plans prevention actions is necessary for cybersecurity leadership [87].
According to Cleveland et al. (2018) [86], operational excellence and the implementation of
necessary cybersecurity measures require strategic alignment inside the business. Therefore,

H16: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between perceived severity
and cyberattack prevention.

Cybersecurity leadership provides real-time communication with the organization’s
leadership to strategically plan the course and objectives for methodically preventing
intrusions [89]. According to Tounsi and Rais (2018) [88], a system of managerial proce-
dures that produced cybersecurity awareness and tailored advice in practical steps against
cyberattacks within a company can be classified. Therefore,

H17: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between perceived vulner-
ability and cyberattack prevention.

The finest strategies and activities for resolving cyberattack challenges will be found
in an organizational environment that prioritizes cyber awareness, according to cyberse-
curity leadership [86]. Managing cybersecurity-related risk, according to Lis and Mendel
(2019) [90], will center on the infrastructure, direct the cybersecurity action plan, and
improve the environment for preventing cyberattacks. Therefore,
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H18: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between self-efficacy and
cyberattack prevention.

Leadership in cybersecurity will lead to a growth in the organization’s reliance on
its network for day-to-day operations, which requires a proper secure structure against
cyberattacks that will impersonate both onsite and offshore network forces [95]. According
to [73], to ensure that activities are uninterrupted by cyberattacks and to prevent them in
the long run, executives must go beyond compliance monitoring. Therefore,

H19: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between response efficacy
and cyberattack prevention.

The event that stresses business continuity for cyberattack recovery operations that
require a proper action plan and strengthens the affected cybersecurity aspects will be given
priority by cybersecurity leadership [20]. According to [84], crucial layered cybersecurity
components must be put into place in order to monitor and quickly respond to cyberattack
behavior in an organizational setting. Therefore,

H20: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between response costs
and cyberattack prevention.

To stop threats and cyberattacks and sustain long-term survival, cybersecurity leader-
ship must boost service effectiveness and efficiency [75]. Employees who obtain cybersecu-
rity training can better protect themselves and the company against online dangers and
attacks, according to Hamoud and Aimeur (2020) [74]. Therefore,

H21: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between the organization’s
frequent training and cyberattack prevention.

Frequent alerting by the government boosts its competitiveness in learning about
threats and cyberattacks [78]. According to [77], the government alerts citizens to cyberat-
tacks and provides a range of information. Therefore,

H22: Cybersecurity leadership has a positive, significant mediation effect between government
frequent alerting and cyberattack prevention.

3.9. Mediating Effect of Cybersecurity Leadership

Cybersecurity pioneers presently need to move past consistency screens and work
towards shared risk proprietorship inside the business. The financial organization con-
struction might have turned crossover; however, there is yet an enormous scope reception
of online transaction advances and a lot more noteworthy use of cloud services than any
time in recent memory potentially envisioned. Moreover, cybersecurity activities likewise
confronted enormous new difficulties. This has made it more difficult for the leadership
to keep an equilibrium and guarantee the well-being of their financial organization and
instructive resources with online exchanges. Moreover, a cybersecurity model is needed for
organizations and leaders must spike cybersecurity achievement [96]. However, focusing
on cybersecurity and awareness to relieve potential cyberattacks for future threats requires
a strategy.

According to [94], the effect of moral leadership on behavioral outcomes plays an
important role in cybersecurity. Their findings showed that the data security environment
fully mediates the relation between moral leadership and cybersecurity leadership per-
spective. However, Lehto and Limnéll (2021) [87] stated that setting the cybersecurity
strategy as coordinating actions will manage extensive disruptions and implements a
comprehensive security model. Therefore, cybersecurity leadership plays an important
role as a mediator in their study to ensure cybersecurity achieves the set of actions as
efficiently as possible. A study by Porter (2019) [97] shows that leadership style will be an
approach to cybersecurity preventive measures, where the mediation role of cybersecurity
leadership sets the tone to elevate cybersecurity dilemmas in an organizational context.
Thus, positioning the cybersecurity functions will be substantial terms in the continuity of
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business operations and cybersecurity leadership on emerging practices will gain relevant
prevention measures [89].

Therefore, exploring the mediating effect of cybersecurity leadership will create a
new vision and planning for the transformation of behavioral changes to cybersecurity
dilemmas [98]. Ogbanufe et al. (2021) [99], in their finding, stated that financial risks
are connected with cybersecurity events, hence cybersecurity leadership mediates the
consequences of organizational influences and risk management strategy. Consequently,
implementing the cybersecurity activities will create a new cybersecurity infrastructure
that prevents attacks and requires more attention in performing a supportive role [90].
Moreover, a mediating role of cybersecurity leadership is suggested, which compares
leadership manners to cybersecurity functional domains and makes key decisions in the
face of cyberattacks through implementing cybersecurity activities [86].

Based on Table 4, explained in Section 2.5.3 above, the cybersecurity leadership compo-
nents are more important in securing the future threats to an organization’s operation. Thus,
cybersecurity leadership has not been tended to sufficiently both with regards to innova-
tion and above all, concerning organizational leadership and strategy. In this research, the
cybersecurity leadership will act as a mediator in the discovery of the relationship between
Protection Motivation Theory and cyberattack prevention. Moreover, cybersecurity leader-
ship will see cybersecurity hazards and influence assets to adjust the requirements for data
security and functional security and safeguard against present and future cyber dangers.

3.10. Proposed Research Framework and Reemphasizing Research Gap

The study speculated that there are similar remarkable indicators or recognized el-
ements of the Protection Motivation Theory based on cyberattack prevention as a case
study. The proposed research framework begins within this study and discerns cyberattack
prevention. This study determined the level of cyberattack prevention based on the Protec-
tion Motivation Theory. The study proposed research framework was clarified from the
above theoretical and conceptualization evaluation from past studies. This proposed re-
search framework will be related and pre-assessed together with the Protection Motivation
measures as cyberattack prevention in a UAE case study, as specified in Figure 2.
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3.11. Reemphasizing Research Gap

The UAE is rapidly becoming a digital innovation center and combining cutting-edge
future technology with a global concentration on online access, which has resulted in the
identity theft crisis [100]. Therefore, developing the conceptual framework of cyberattack
prevention factors and cybersecurity awareness will reduce the damage to the banking
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reputation which leads to a reduction in profits and affect relationships between parties
vested in the business. Nevertheless, the majority of studies investigate factors to prevent
cyberattacks from technical perspectives as the digital crime dilemma [15–17,101], but there
are insufficient empirical studies that investigate factors relevant to organizational factors
and the role of leadership in cybersecurity awareness in the banking institution. Therefore,
this is the gap that needs to be addressed in this research. Additionally, there is a need to study
the role of skilled leaders in financial organizations in the UAE in preventing cyberattacks
and investigate other human factors related to the individual in financial organizations in the
UAE in preventing cyberattacks [1,16,22,102]. The study’s proposed research framework was
clarified from the above theoretical and conceptualization evaluation from past studies.

4. Research Methodology

The proposed research framework’s determinants are measured and numerically
analyzed using statistical techniques. The quantitative analysis examines the link between
these determinants. The quantitative survey approach is used in this study to gather data
from the intended respondents. We use random sampling techniques to assure generality,
and a Smart PLS 3.0 is used to assess the survey data.

4.1. Instrument Development and Validation Process
4.1.1. Development of Questionnaire

To gather information from respondents, a questionnaire was created as a tool. Each
question’s content was derived from the prior research that was examined to make the
question appropriate for testing the variable from the suggested theoretical framework.
The questionnaire was created in English because the respondents for this study would be
the financial executive officers from the commercial bank in the Central Bank, industrial
bank in the Emirates Industrial Bank, a merchant bank in the Ajman Bank, and Islamic
bank in the ADIB bank of the UAE that uses digital technology to enhance their daily
banking operation. To ensure that each respondent could complete the questionnaire with
the least amount of time and effort, structured questions were employed. To make it easier
for respondents to react and analyze the data, the structured questionnaire was separated
into listing questions and rating questions, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Structure of questionnaire.

No Question Measurement Location of Questions in
the Questionnaire Items

1 Respondents Profile and
Cyberattacks Levels and Controls Multiple Choice Questions Section 1: Q1–Q11 11

2 Protection Motivation Theory
Related Measurements 5-point Likert Scale rating

Section 2: PS1–PS6 6

Section 2: PV1–PV7 7

Section 2: SE1–SE6 6

Section 2: RE1–RE6 6

Section 2: RC1–RC6 6

3 New Emerged Related
Measurements

5-point Likert Scale rating
Section 3: OFT1–OFT6 6

Section 3: GF1–GF6 6

4 Cybersecurity Leadership Related (CL)
Measurements

5-point Likert Scale rating

Section 4: SCS1–SCS6 6 *

Section 4: PSF1–PSF6 6 *

Section 4: ICA1–ICA6 6 *

5 Cyberattack Prevention 5-point Likert Scale rating Section 5: CP1–CP6 6

Total Items 78

* Authors decided to use only the most tow highest internal consistency items form each construct.

4.1.2. Questionnaire Validation Process

A validity review is used to determine an instrument’s validity, which is a measure of
the instrument’s precision and the degree to which it applies to what is systematic [103].
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This research followed series of steps to validate the questionnaire as an instrument for
data collection. Therefore, content validity took place to make sure questionnaire contents
are relevant to the researched topic and free of linguistic errors. The content validity is
performed through two ways, experts’ review and pilot test. During experts’ content
validity, a fundamental component of a successful study design is measuring the survey
questionnaire’s validity and reliability and carrying out corrections (Hunt et al., 1982 [104]).
For this reason, five (5) experts were surveyed, and in addition to using the items from the
previous research as the basis for the survey, the survey’s content and framework were
validated by experts. These experts were academics who are regarded as subject matter
experts since they had a Ph.D. in cybersecurity from a public university and have worked
for at least five years in the field. The experts were asked to review every question in the
questionnaire and make suggestions for changes based on their findings [103]. Following
the completion of expert’s instrument validation, the questionnaire was prepared for a pilot
test. As a result, the study has produced a professional survey that is concisely written,
straightforward, and simple to respond to. To confirm the reliability of the instrument,
a pilot test was conducted through analyzing the data gathered from 30 bank employee
participants, which showed that the value of Cronbach’s alpha for all variables was accept-
able, ranging from 0.744 for (self-efficacy) to 0.910 for (perceived severity), which indicates
good reliability and adequate internal consistency of the measurements. Respondents were
asked to rate how much they agreed or disagreed with each statement on a five-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagreed; 2 = disagreed; 3 = neutral; 4 = agreed and 5 = strongly
agreed). Additionally, the respondents were asked to identify any questions that they felt
were cloudy or unclear. As a result, the study has produced a professional survey that is
concisely written, straightforward, and simple to respond to. Through this pilot test, the
questionnaires’ content validity was established.

4.2. Sampling Method and Data Collection

Probability random sampling was selected to avoid bias in the research and to ensure
that samples are representative of the target population. The printed survey was prepared
and handed to targeted financial executive officers to be distributed. We succeeded in
distributing more than 368 questionnaires. However, a total of 58 questionnaires were
considered defective responses and hence discarded since some respondents returned
incomplete responses. As a result, 310 questionnaires were used for the analysis.

5. Analysis and Results
5.1. Respondent Profile and Cyberattacks Levels and Controls

The descriptive statistics of the respondents for the current sample are listed as shown
in Table 6. Questions (1–8) were about respondents’ profile and demographic information,
while questions (9–11) concerned specific information on types of cyberattack encountered,
rating level of cyberattack leadership practices and rating levels of success of cyberattack
prevention among individuals working in financial organizations.

Table 6. Respondent profile.

Variables (Question Items) Response Number %

1. Gender Male 263 85%

Female 47 15%

2. Age

18–24 13 4.2%

25–34 120 38.7%

35–44 128 41.3%

45–54 45 14.5%

55–64 4 1.3%
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Table 6. Cont.

Variables (Question Items) Response Number %

3. Work Experience

Less than 5 year 50 16.1%

5–10 223 71.9%

11–20 15 4.8%

More than 20 22 7.1%

4. Nationality
UAE Citizen 45 14.5%

Non- UAE Citizen 265 85.5%

5. Banking sector
Public Sector 150 48.4%

Private Sector 160 51.6%

6. Bank category

Commercial Bank 75 24.2%

Industrial Banks 45 14.5%

Merchant Banks 30 9.7%

Islamic Banks 160 51.6%

7. Qualification

Graduate Diploma 55 17.7%

Bachelor’s degree 160 51.6%

Professional
Qualification 33 10.6%

Master degree 57 18.4%

Doctor of Philosophy
(Ph.D.) 5 1.6%

8. Current position

Senior Executive 44 14.2%

Executive Level 78 25.2%

Officer Level 166 53.5%

Clerical Level 22 7.1%

9. Frequent cyberattacks encountered in
your work

Malware 79 25.5%

Viruses 120 38.7%

DoS Attacks 33 10.6%

Phishing emails 33 10.6%

Identity theft 22 7.1%

Cyberstalking 23 7.4%

10. Rating the level of [cybersecurity
leadership practice] used in your work

Level 1: Less than 20% 55 17.7%

Level 2: 20–40% 45 14.5%

Level 3: 41–60% 75 24.2%

Level4: 60–80% 82 26.5%

Level 5: More than 80% 82 26.5%

11. Success rate of cyberattack prevention in
your work

Less than 20% 50 16.1%

Between 20–40% 40 12.9%

Between 41–60% 75 24.2%

Between 61–80% 92 29.7%

Between 81–100% 53 17.1%

As shown in Table 6, the total number of male respondents was 263 (85%), and the
number of females was 47 (15%). Most of the respondents belonged to the age group
between 35–44 years old with a frequency of 128 (41.3%), while 120 respondents (38.7%)
were 25–34 years old, 45 respondents were 45–54 years old (14.5%), 13 respondents were
18–24 years old (4.2%) and the remaining 4 respondents were 55–64 years old (1.3%). The
majority of the respondents, 223, were reported to have working experience between
5–10 years (72%). Most of the respondents were non-UAE citizens with a frequency of
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265 (85.5%) who work in the banking sector, while only 45 respondents (14.5%) were UAE
citizens. The number of workers in Islamic banks were the most dominant number of
respondents with a frequency of 160 (51.6%), followed by commercial banks, 75 (24.2%),
industrial banks, 45 (14.56%), and merchants banks, 30 (9.7%). The results revealed that
the investigated financial organizations suffer high rate of several cyberattacks. Viruses
and malware attacks represented the most common cyberattacks with a rate of (38.7%)
and (25.5%), respectively, followed by DoS and phishing emails attacks each with similar
rate of (10.6%), then lastly identity theft and cyberstalk attacks with rate of (7.1%) and
(7.4%), respectively. Respondents declared a variety of responses about assessing the rate
of applying cybersecurity leadership practices in their financial organizations. However,
almost one third of the respondents, nearly (35%) in total, stated that the rate of practicing
cybersecurity leadership concept is approximately less than 50%. As a result, such a low
rate of practicing the cybersecurity leadership concept was reflected in the responses to the
next question, which showed no high rate of cyberattack prevention among individuals in
financial organizations.

5.2. Path Model Assessment

In this research work, structural equations were modelled on a variance basis using
Smart PLS 3.0. The moderately complex model that was utilized in this investigation
consists of seven independent variables, one mediation variable, and one dependent
variable. In order to analyze the measurement and structural model, this work employed
Partial Least Square-Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) with SmartPLS v. 3 [105] as
a statistical tool. As survey research is not normally distributed, this approach is especially
well-suited for this paper because it allows for smaller sample sizes without making
normality assumptions [106]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate both the measurement
model and the structural model. While the structural model addresses the presumption that
the hypotheses are accepted or rejected, the measurement model uses the PLS Algorithm to
assess the consistency, convergence, and discriminating validity of the model.

5.2.1. Assessment of Measurement Model

Measurement model assessment includes measuring the internal consistency reliability,
convergent validity and discriminatory validity. According to Hair Jr and Sarstedt [107],
the measurement model stipulates evaluating the reliability (internal consistency reliability)
and validity (convergent and discriminatory validity) of each construct in the model.
Measurements of internal consistency, reliability, convergent validity, and discriminatory
validity are part of the assessment of measurement models.

• Construct Reliability

The measurement scales for internal correlation among items for the specified latent
construct is referred to as reliability [107]. A contract’s reliability is determined by assessing
the scale measurement’s consistency and reliability. Cronbach’s alpha and composite
reliability are two measures that can be used to assess construct reliability. The Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient measures how effectively a scale’s items are positively correlated with
one another. It is calculated as the mean of the correlations between the items used to
measure the concept [108]. A Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.7 or higher indicates construct
reliability [109]. An alternative internal consistency reliability measure, called composite
reliability (CR), can be used more effectively because Cronbach alpha has limitations in the
population [110]. It is acceptable to have a construct reliability value of 0.70 or greater [111].
The construct reliability values for each construct are displayed in Table 7. With composite
reliability ratings ranging from 0.835 to 0.929 and Cronbach’s Alpha values ranging from
0.753 to 0.908, the reliability of all constructs is acceptable.
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Table 7. Construct reliability and internal consistency measures.

Construct Cronbach’s Alpha Composite Reliability

Cybersecurity Prevention (CP) 0.887 0.917
Government Frequent Alerting (GF) 0.824 0.873
Organization Training (OFT) 0.845 0.906
Perceived Severity (PS) 0.753 0.835
Perceived Vulnerability (PV) 0.864 0.900
Response Cost (RC) 0.895 0.922
Response Efficacy (RE) 0.757 0.838
Cybersecurity Leadership (CL) 0.908 0.929
Self-Efficacy (SE) 0.875 0.911

• Construct Validity

The degree to which a construct captures the intended or desired effect is known as its
construct validity [112]. The convergent validity and discriminant validity components of
construct validity are assessed [111,113]. According to Hair Sarstedt, Jr. [113], convergent
validity refers to the degree of strong correlation between measures of the same constructs,
whereas discriminant validity refers to how dissimilar one construct is from another.

Convergent validity addresses loading and average variance extracted (AVE) of con-
struction and assesses the degree of correlation of same-definition measurements [113].
The larger outer loading of the indicator indicates that there is a high degree of agreement
between the connected measurements or that items used to test the same definition are
coherent with the construct [113]. Factor loadings above 0.7 are thought to be extremely
important [63]. According to Table 8, all of the loadings were higher than the suggested
threshold of 0.7. However, there were a few items eliminated because of low outer loadings
(between 0.50 and 0.60) as shown in Table 9. Additionally, the average variance extracted
(AVE) value should be 0.5 or greater, indicating that constructs often account for more than
half of the variance in their indicator. On average, there are more errors in measurement
items with AVE below 0.5. Table 4 displays the AVE results as well as the initial outer
loadings of the measurements.

Table 8. Convergent validity measurement results.

Construct Items Loadings Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)

Cybersecurity Prevention

CP1 0.809

0.688

CP2 0.837

CP3 0.850

CP5 0.818

CP6 0.834

Government Frequent Alert

GF1 0.751

0.535

GF2 0.768

GF3 0.785

GF4 0.783

GF5 0.666

GF6 0.621

Organization Training

OFT1 0.849

0.762OFT3 0.906

OFT4 0.864
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Table 8. Cont.

Construct Items Loadings Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)

Perceived Severity

PS2 0.691

0.504

PS3 0.757

PS4 0.767

PS5 0.734

PS6 0.587

Perceived Vulnerability

PV1 0.818

0.606

PV2 0.832

PV3 0.824

PV4 0.808

PV5 0.501

PV6 0.832

Response Cost

RC1 0.856

0.704

RC2 0.840

RC3 0.821

RC4 0.853

RC5 0.825

Response Efficacy

RE1 0.745

0.514

RE2 0.733

RE4 0.822

RE5 0.718

RE6 0.533

Cybersecurity Leadership

CL1 0.830

0.686

CL2 0.872

CL3 0.837

CL4 0.812

CL5 0.813

CL6 0.804

Self-Efficacy

SE1 0.818

0.672

SE2 0.843

SE4 0.861

SE5 0.885

SE6 0.676

Table 9. List of eliminated items.

Items Indicator Loading Items Indicator Loading

CP4 0.436 PS1 0.435

OFT2 0.462 RC6 0.352

OFT5 0.429 SE3 0.343

OFT6 0.495 CE3 0.349

Table 9 lists the items with low outer loadings (between 0.50 and 0.60), which were
eliminated due to low values. These items are CP4, OFT2, OFT5 and OFT5, RC6, PS1, SE3
and CE3. The researcher eliminated these items one by one to examine how their elimination
affects the AVE. Eliminating items with the lowest indicator values had increased the AVE
to exceed the threshold value (0.50).
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In contrast, discriminant validity implies that measurements of constructs that, ac-
cording to theory, should not be associated are not shown to have a strong correlation with
one another [113]. According to [107], the Fornell–Larcker criterion can be used to test
discriminant validity. The square root of AVE values is supposed to be bigger than the value
of correlations with other constructs, according to the Fornell–Larcker criterion [113,114].
Each latent construct’s square root of the AVE is greater than its connection with the other
constructs (see Table 10).

Table 10. Fornell–Larcker criterion.

(CP) (GF) (OFT) (PS) (PV) (RC) (RE) (CL) (SE)

(CP) 0.830
(GF) 0.522 0.732

(OFT) 0.483 0.482 0.873
(PS) 0.372 0.423 0.340 0.710
(PV) 0.301 0.315 0.466 0.228 0.779
(RC) 0.488 0.485 0.712 0.256 0.437 0.839
(RE) 0.554 0.505 0.451 0.598 0.337 0.432 0.717
(CL) 0.710 0.601 0.636 0.443 0.481 0.622 0.624 0.828
(SE) 0.448 0.408 0.531 0.427 0.522 0.488 0.523 0.616 0.820

Cybersecurity Prevention (CP), Government Frequent Alerting (GF), Organization Training (OFT), Perceived
Severity (PS), Perceived Vulnerability (PV), Response Cost (RC), Response Efficacy (RE), Cybersecurity Leadership
(CL), Self-Efficacy (SE).

5.2.2. Assessment of Structural Model

The structural model is evaluated following the validation of the measurement model
or outer model as a valid and reliable model. The method would include assessing the
model’s likelihood for prediction as well as the correlations between the variables [113].
To examine the model’s hypothesized relationships, the structural model is essentially
assessed. The coefficient of determination (R2) of endogenous constructs, effect size (f2),
and path coefficients are the three parameters that determine how well the model can
predict the future. The R2 score shows how much variance in dependent variables the
related model can explain. The R2 ranges from 0 to 1, with values of 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25
denoting considerable, moderate, and weak predictive accuracy, respectively, in accordance
with Hair Jr., Sarstedt [113]. Table 11 presents the results of the PLS algorithm analysis. It
could be observed that 64.7% of the variance in Cybersecurity Leadership is explained by
SE, GF, OFT, CR, PV, SR, and RE. Moreover, 53.9% of the variance in cyberattack prevention
is explained by CL, SE, GF, OFT, CR, PV, SR, and RE. In addition to determining the
endogenous construct’s R2 values, the latent predictor construct’s effect size was calculated.
Table 11 below presents the R2 value for each endogenous construct.

Table 11. Result of coefficient of determination (R2).

Variable R2 Result

Cyberattack Prevention 0.539 Substantial

Cybersecurity Leadership 0.647 Substantial

To evaluate whether the omitted construct significantly affects the endogenous con-
structions, the effect size (2) is used. Cohen [65,115] stated that values of 0.02–0.14, 0.15–0.34,
and larger than 0.35, respectively, imply modest, moderate, and substantial impacts. The
f2 value for each path is displayed in Table 12 below. The effect size varies from a low
of 0.005 (Perceived seventy → Cybersecurity prevention) to a maximum value of 0.089
(Self-Efficacy→ Cybersecurity prevention).
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Table 12. Result for effect size (ƒ2).

Path Cyber Security
Prevention

Cyber Security
Leadership Effect Size

Government Frequent 0.052 0.073 low
Organizational Training 0.087 0.030 low

Perceived seventy 0.005 0.040 low
Perceived Vulnerability 0.068 0.054 low

Response Cost 0.079 0.035 low
Response Efficacy 0.077 0.082 low

Self-Efficacy 0.089 0.055 low

The path coefficient is also used to assess the strength and significance of the proposed
relationships among latent constructs. Estimates are obtained for relationships between
structural models with standardized values between 1 and +1, with coefficients closer
to +1 denoting a strong positive link and coefficients closer to −1 indicating a strong
negative association. Figure 3 displays the path coefficients of the model. The bootstrapping
approach is employed to examine the relevance of correlations. The t-value path coefficients
for each relationship are reported in the output. The findings of the hypothesis testing are
summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13. Table of hypothesis testing (direct effect).

Hypothesis Path Original Sample (O) Standard Deviation
(STDEV)

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|) p Values Results

H1 PS→ CP −0.007 0.045 0.211 0.833 Rejected
H2 PV→ CP −0.069 0.046 1.558 0.120 Rejected
H3 SE→ CP −0.013 0.048 0.236 0.813 Rejected
H4 RE→ CP 0.161 0.063 2.559 0.011 Accepted
H5 RC→ CP 0.055 0.057 0.943 0.346 Rejected
H6 GF→ CP 0.105 0.056 1.940 * 0.053 Accepted
H7 OFT→ CP 0.003 0.062 0.082 0.935 Rejected

H8 PS→ CL 0.019 0.047 0.358 0.721 Rejected
H9 PV→ CL 0.09 0.043 2.016 0.044 Accepted
H10 SE→ CL 0.178 0.057 3.365 0.001 Accepted
H11 RE→ CL 0.241 0.065 3.713 0.000 Accepted
H12 RC→ CL 0.170 0.059 2.846 0.005 Accepted
H13 OFT→ CL 0.156 0.061 2.586 0.010 Accepted
H14 GF→ CL 0.202 0.059 3.470 0.001 Accepted

H15 CL→ CP 0.554 0.073 7.595 0.000 Accepted

* Significant at level 0.01. Cyberattack Prevention (CP), Cybersecurity, Leadership (CL), Self-Efficacy (SE) Govern-
ment Frequent Alerting (GF), Organization Training (OFT), Perceived Severity (PS), Perceived Vulnerability (PV),
Response Cost (RC), Response Efficacy (RE).

6. Mediating Variable Analysis

Hypotheses 16–22 state that CL mediates the relationship between H16: PS→ CL→
CP, H17: PV→ CL→ CP, H18: SE→ CL→ CP, H19: RE→ CL→ CP, H20: RC→ CL
→ CP, H21: OFT → CL → CP, and H22: GF → CL → CP. In this regard, the two-step
empirical investigations were conducted in PLS to examine the mediating effect based on
the indirect effect between independent and dependent variables via a mediating variable.
The first step involves applying path coefficients, t-statistics, and p-value to verify the
significance of direct and indirect effects. According to [116], full mediation occurs when
the mediated effect is significant, but not the direct effect, while partial mediation occurs
when a mediator variable partially explains the relationship between an exogenous and an
endogenous construct in the presence of a significant direct effect. Therefore, and as shown
in Table 14, Cybersecurity Leadership (CL) has a full indirect mediating effect between
the dependent variable Cyberattack Prevention (CP) and the five independent variables
Self-Efficacy (SE), Perceived Severity (PS), Perceived Vulnerability (PV), Response Cost
(RC) and Organization Training (OFT). Further, Cybersecurity Leadership (CL) has a partial
mediation effect between Cyberattack Prevention (CP) and only two independent variables,
Response Efficacy (RE) and Government Frequent Alerting (GF).

Table 14. Table of mediating hypothesis testing (indirect effect).

Path T Values p Values Results Type of
Mediation

H16 PS→ CL→ CP 6.366 0.000 Accepted Full
H17 PV→ CL→ CP 4.571 0.000 Accepted Full
H18 SE→ CL→ CP 2.115 0.035 Accepted Full
H19 RE→ CL→CP 6.458 0.000 Accepted Partial
H20 RC→ CL→CP 2.31 0.037 Accepted Full
H21 OFT→ CL→CP 3.25 0.029 Accepted Full
H22 GF→ CL→CP 2.020 0.044 Accepted Partial

Cyberattack Prevention (CP), Cybersecurity, Leadership (CL), Self-Efficacy (SE), Government Frequent Alerting
(GF), Organization Training (OFT), Perceived Severity (PS), Perceived Vulnerability (PV), Response Cost (RC),
Response Efficacy (RE).

7. Discussion

Based on Figure 2 and theoretical foundation explained in Section 3, this study model
was developed via proposing seven independent variables and one mediation variable
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named as cybersecurity leadership and coded as (CL) and one dependent variable named
as cyberattack prevention and coded as (CP). In accordance, the researchers of this study
proposed twenty-two hypotheses to be examined.

Regarding the first seven direct hypotheses (H1–H7), the empirical findings in this
study indicated that there is no significant direct relationship between the seven proposed
hypotheses except two hypotheses (H4 and H7). Therefore, the results for testing threat
appraisal revealed that perceived severity (PS) and perceived vulnerability (PV) have
no significant relation with cyberattack prevention in hypothesis H1 (PS→ CP) and H2
(PV→ CP) of the structural model and were thus rejected. The results in (Table 13) for
perceived severity (PS) and perceived vulnerability (PV) indicate that the related p-value
for (PS) was 0.833, which was more than the threshold value of p > 0.05, and the related
p-value for (PV) was 0.120, which was more than the threshold value of p > 0.05. These
results provide sufficient empirical evidence to reject hypothesis H1 and H2. Although
the result appears to be at odds with both theoretical predictions and the results of several
other investigations [61,64,65] from various contexts, it is in line with findings from earlier
research that has shown similar findings, where the perceived severity (PS) and perceived
vulnerability (PV) did not predict secure behavior [65,117]. As repeatedly reported by
previous PMT research [118–120], threat appraisal is a poor predictor of both security
behavioral intentions and safety behaviors. This may be interpreted by considering the
mediating effect that is already proved to be existed or the users feel that sufficient technical
preventive measures have already been undertaken regarding perceived vulnerability.

In addition, for coping appraisal direct hypotheses (H3, H4 and H5) the results show
that H3 (SE → CP) and H5 (CR → CP) were rejected, while only H4 (RE → CP) was
accepted with a low significance level where bootstrap was based on two tailed critical
value test commonly used, which consider t-value 1.65 significance level at (10%), 1.96
significance level (5%), and 2.65 significance level (1%) [121].

The p-value associated with hypothesis H3 (SE → CP), which determines the re-
lationship between self-efficacy and cyberattack prevention, was 0.813, indicating that
self-efficacy (SE) is not a significant predictor for cyberattack prevention (CP). This was
in line with some previous studies [67,122] that reported self-efficacy to be an insignifi-
cant predictor for protective motivation behavior, especially in association with the effect
intervention of other variables.

Furthermore, the results indicated that the relationship between response efficacy
and cyberattack prevention (RE→ CP), as in hypothesis (H4) in the structural model, was
significant. The path coefficient for H4 was reported as p-value 0.011, with a t value of
2.559, which was more than the threshold point of t > 1.96. This is consistent with the
results of [117,123], which confirmed the positive correlation between response efficacy and
cyberattack prevention among the total sample of users. For the last hypothesis in coping
appraisal, the results indicated that the relationship between response cost and cyberattack
prevention (RC→ CP), as in hypothesis (H5) in the structural model, was not significant.
The path coefficient for H5 was reported as p-value 0.346, with a t-value of 0.943, which was
less than the threshold point of t > 1.96. This result is in line with the results of [123,124],
which confirmed the response cost was not a significant predictor of protection motivation
among the total sample of users. Furthermore, the result for the newly emerged H6 and
H7 indicated the acceptance of H6 as the government frequent alerting has a significant
positive relationship on cyberattack prevention (GF→ CP) with t-value 1.94 significance
level at (10%). Based on our research, we could not find an empirical and quantitative study
that confirms similar results of H6. However, many other non-empirical studies confirm
the necessity of government support to enact regulations and frequent alerts to protect their
citizens and organizations from cyberattacks [125–127]. Governments should therefore
take a lead in employing cybersecurity concepts by encouraging standard-setting and
certification, raising knowledge and awareness at all levels of organizations, including top
management, and conducting cybersecurity events. On the other hand, the results for H7
indicated that the path coefficient for H7 was reported as a p-value of 0.935, with a t value of
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0.082, which was less than the threshold point of t > 1.96. Therefore, organization frequent
training has no direct significant effect on cyberattack prevention (OFT→ CP). This result
contradicted the previous research results [128–131], which confirmed the existence of a
relationship between cybersecurity organization training and individuals’ cybersecurity
protective behavior. A possible explanation for this result is that the participants may not
be fully aware of the available cybersecurity training and those who are aware might not be
fully satisfied with the current level of cybersecurity training. Therefore, financial and other
business organizations need to improve current training programs and design effective
interventions to increase information security awareness and compliance.

Regarding the hypotheses (H8–H14) that were proposed to test the relationship be-
tween all seven independent variables (IVs) and cybersecurity leadership (CL) as the
mediation variable, the empirical findings in this study indicated that significant relation-
ships exist between all the proposed hypotheses and cybersecurity leadership (CL), except
H8 (PS → CL). This is because the result for testing perceived severity (PS) in relation
with cybersecurity leadership (CL) indicated that the related p-value for (PS→ CP) was
0.721, which was more than the threshold value of p > 0.05. This result provides sufficient
empirical evidence to reject hypothesis H8.

H9: Perceived vulnerability (PV) has a positive, significant relationship with cyberse-
curity leadership (CL). The result shows that the path coefficient value between PV→ CL
is 0.090. As the t-value is 2.016, higher than the critical value of 1.96 as well as the p-value
of 0.044, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that the path coeffi-
cient is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between PV and CL.
This result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H9. Although the
result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of several
other investigations [61,66,67] from various contexts, it is in line with findings from earlier
research that has shown similar findings [67], where the use of technology and the internet
for daily tasks has risen, making people and businesses more vulnerable to cybercrime.

H10: Self-efficacy (SE) has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity
leadership (CL). The result shows that the path coefficient value between SE and CP
is 0.187. As the t-value is 3.365, higher than the critical value of 1.96, as well as the
p-value of 0.001, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that the path
coefficient is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between SE and
CL. This result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H10. Although
the result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of
several other investigations [61,68,69] from various contexts, it is in line with findings from
earlier research that has shown similar findings [69], where the organizations must increase
their self-efficacy in online security behaviors to develop training and policy materials
that work.

H11: Response efficacy (RE) has a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity
leadership (CL). The result shows that the path coefficient value between RE and CL is
0.241. As the t-value is 3.713, higher than the critical value of 1.96, as well as the p-value of
0.000, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that the path coefficient
is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between RE and CP. This
result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H11. Although the
result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of several
other investigations [61,70,71] from various contexts, it is in line with findings from earlier
research that has shown similar findings [71], where the response efficacy looks into how
user behavior affects their perception of risk when it comes to online security.

H12: Response costs (RC) have a positive, significant relationship with cybersecurity
leadership (CL). The result shows that the path coefficient value between RC and CP
is 0.170. As the t-value is 2.846, higher than the critical value of 1.96, as well as the
p-value of 0.005, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that the path
coefficient is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between RC and
CP. This result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H12. Although
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the result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of
several other investigations [61,64,72] from various contexts, it is in line with findings from
earlier research that has shown similar findings [72], where the response cost represents an
important element to promote secure transactions and organization safe performance in
the presence of an effective cybersecurity leadership.

H13: Organization frequent training (OFT) has a positive, significant relationship
with cybersecurity leadership (CL). The result shows that the value of the path coefficient
between OFT and CP is 0.156. As the t-value is 2.586, higher than the critical value of 1.96 as
well as the p-value of 0.001, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that
the path coefficient is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between
OFT and CP. This result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H13.
The result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of
several other investigations [73–75] from various contexts, and is in line with findings from
earlier research that has shown similar findings, where the organization frequently trains
staff to secure digital assets because cybercriminals continue to prosper in their operations,
and now target both business and organizations as well as individual computer users [75].

H14: Government frequent alerting (GF) has a positive, significant relationship with
cybersecurity leadership (CL). This study found that the path coefficient between GF and
CP is 0.202, with a t-value of 3.470 and a p-value of 0.001. As the t-value is higher than
the critical value (1.96) and at the significance value lower than the threshold of 0.05, the
path coefficient is significant. Thus, there is a significant positive relationship between
GF and CP. This provides substantial empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H14. The
result appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of several
other investigations [76–78] from various contexts, and it is in line with findings from
earlier research that has shown a similar finding [77], where the government issues periodic
warnings regarding internet security as a result of the growth in data breaches brought on
by hacking incidents.

H15: Cybersecurity leadership (CL) has a positive, significant relationship with cy-
berattack prevention (CP). The result shows that the path coefficient value between CP
and CL is 0.554. As the t-value is 7.595, higher than the critical value of 1.96, as well as the
p-value of 0.000, which is smaller than the threshold of 0.05, the results show that the path
coefficient is significant. Hence, there is a significant positive relationship between CP and
CL. This result provides sufficient empirical evidence to accept hypothesis H15. The result
appears to be consistent with both theoretical predictions and the results of several other
investigations [84,86,87] from various contexts, and it is in line with findings from earlier
research that has shown similar findings [89], where putting cybersecurity functions in
the right positions will be essential for maintaining business operations, and cybersecurity
leadership on new practices will lead to successful prevention measures.

Hypotheses 16–22 show the results of indirect mediation effect between all seven
proposed independent variables (IVs) and dependent variables (DV) through cybersecurity
leadership (CL) as the mediating variable. According to [116], full mediation occurs when
the mediated effect is significant but not the direct effect, while partial mediation occurs
when a mediator variable partially explains the relationship between an exogenous and an
endogenous construct in the presence of a significant direct effect. Therefore, and as shown
in Table 14, Cybersecurity Leadership (CL) has a full indirect mediating effect between
the dependent variable Cyberattack Prevention (CP) and the five independent variables
Self-Efficacy (SE), Perceived Severity (PS), Perceived Vulnerability (PV), Response Cost (RC)
and Organization Training (OFT) because none of these five constructs have a direct signifi-
cant effect on cyberattack prevention as a DV, but there was significant direct effect through
cybersecurity leadership as a mediating variable. Meanwhile, Cybersecurity Leadership
(CL) has a partial mediation effect between Cyberattack Prevention (CP) and only two inde-
pendent variables, Response Efficacy (RE), and Government Frequent Alerting (GF). This is
because these two constructs have a significant direct effect on cyberattack prevention as a
DV, and significant direct effect through cybersecurity leadership as a mediating variable at
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the same time. These findings confirmed the importance of cybersecurity leadership (CL)
as a mediator that leverages and boosts cyberattack preventive behavior among individuals
in financial and business organizations. Many recent studies in the cybersecurity field have
emphasized the importance of cybersecurity leadership [19,83,132,133]. Despite the signifi-
cance of leaders in encouraging cybersecurity practices, there is a lack of empirical research
on the role of these leaders as a human factor that fosters organizational cyberattack pre-
vention among individuals. Thus, the findings of the testing hypotheses (H16–H22) filled
this gap by revealing an empirical result on the importance of cybersecurity leadership as
a mediating variable that facilitates higher cyberattack prevention among individuals in
the organization.

8. Research Conclusions

This study investigated the factors that contribute to cyberattack prevention in finan-
cial organizations in UAE. A general perception of this study was to propose a research
framework for cyberattack prevention in the UAE by employing the Protection Motivation
Theory and adding new variables focusing on the mediation role of an organization’s cyber-
security leadership, and the role of both organization frequent training, and government
frequent cybersecurity alerting. A proposed theoretical framework and 22 hypotheses were
constructed to guide this study. This research employed a quantitative research method.
The data were collected from 310 different financial organization in the UAE that use digital
technology to enhance their daily banking operation through survey questionnaires. Subse-
quently, the data were analyzed using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) as a statistical
methods and techniques approach. The results indicated a significant association between
all investigated independent variables and cybersecurity leadership (H8–H14), and cyberse-
curity leadership mediates the relationship between the investigated independent variables
and cyberattack prevention (H15–H22). Meanwhile, no significant association was found
between investigated independent variables and cyberattack prevention (H1–H6), except
(H4 and H7), which show a significant association.

According to the research finding of this study, cybersecurity leadership is viewed
as an important prevention element against cyberattack attempts. With greater cyberse-
curity leadership success, the implementation of cyberattack prevention increases. This
study emphasizes the importance of cybersecurity leadership in a cyberspace environment
that protects against cyberattacks and promotes cybersecurity awareness within financial
organizations and society in UAE.

9. Implications and Suggestion for Future Research

First, in terms of managerial implications, this study identified a few essential man-
agerial implications that could be practiced by leaders in the managerial levels of financial
and business organizations and serve as guidelines for managers and decision-makers
to enhance cybersecurity awareness among individuals in the financial organization and
reduce or eliminate the expected future risk of cyberattacks. Reaffirming the role played
by successful cybersecurity leadership, the role of leaders in the financial organizations
lies in several important tasks, including: (a) strategic planning that ensures the protection
of the organization and its personnel from cyberattacks, (b) continuous evaluation and
monitoring of expected security gaps within financial organization or among individuals
of the organization, (c) enculturation of cybersecurity awareness, technical skills and cyber-
security practical knowledge in the employees’ mindset through setting, monitoring and
evaluating some cybersecurity indicators and components, (d) the effective contribution of
leaders and decision-makers in the financial organization in the development of financial
organization cybersecurity policy and regulation, which are directly concerned with pro-
moting awareness of cybersecurity among individuals within the financial organization
and, and (f) frequent support for cybersecurity training programs and supervising the im-
plementation of training programs among members of the financial organization. Second,
regarding theoretical implications, in addition to employing and examining protection
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motivation theory-based cyberattack preventive measures, this research also introduces and
examines newly emerging cyberattack preventive measures that are highly relevant to the
banking industry and that can be applied to other financial institutions and large business
corporations. The new proposed preventive measures variables, which were derived from
related studies presented in three variables, are as follows: two independent variables,
(a) frequent organization training, (b) frequent government alerting, and (c) cybersecurity
leadership as a mediating variable. Future research could also predict new correlation
and interaction among similar factors proposed in this study or suggest some additional
relevant factors to be examined in similar context and different research environment.

The third practical contribution, regarding the proposed and validated research frame-
work beside testing and implementing motivation protection theory MPT, highlighted
the importance of the three emerged variables named as government frequent alerting,
organization cybersecurity frequent training and leadership cybersecurity to be in practice.
Therefore, leaders who lead financial or business organizations are encouraged to exercise
and learn some cybersecurity basic measures and skills to leverage and foster a more secure
environment in their organizations. As an external protection measure, and in addition to
their ongoing efforts to establish well-protected and -secured organizations, government
should follow up the well-developed and updated policies that ensure all financial orga-
nizations and business organizations are practicing safe and secure work operations and
transactions. Additionally, as an internal protection measure, leaders who lead financial
or business organizations should encourage conducting more up-to-date cybersecurity
frequent training among individuals in financial organizations on how to protect personal
and related work data from being abused or misused through cyberattack practices.

Although this study addressed a very essential concept about the cyberattack preven-
tion model from an organizational and behavioral perspective, a few limitations might
open other directions for more related future research. First, the context and scope of this
study was limited to only some selected banks in the UAE with a focus on the role of the
cybersecurity leadership role, government and organization frequent alerting and training.
Future research might conduct comparative or cross-sectional investigations that include
more than one country and focus on other cybersecurity concepts. Second, this study was
more focused on organizational and individual behavior toward boosting more cyberattack
prevention practices among individuals in UAE financial organizations; other research
might address some pure cybersecurity technical issues or other relevant cybersecurity
social engendering traps to be rectified. Finally, this study adopted motivation protection
theory as the underpinning theory to develop the proposed research framework. In the
same context, we encourage researchers to conduct similar research based on cognitive
theory, or through using psychological theories, or recent advances in behavioral theories.
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